Getting started
Using Swim Manager for the first time:
First you will need to set your password up to access your own
personal AVSC Swim Manager Account.
Go to the login page: https://avsc.swimmanager.co.uk/login or access
it from the Members section of the AVSC website.

Select the 'Forgotten Password' link.

Enter your email and request a password link. It must be the email you use for AVSC . Be patient as the email may take a few minutes to arrive. Click on the link provided
to set whatever password you want. Your emailID and this password becomes your access to your online AVSC Swim Manager.
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This is the screen you'll come to when you log on. Most of your options are on the left hand side, but you can use the edit button to add and update your address (and
other) details. You'll see the edit button again later. Where it appears, you can generally edit content.
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Your Account is made up of members, who can be parents/guardians or swimmers. All invoicing & payment activity happens at the Account level.

Each member has their own editable pages of information. The important ones for parent/guardian members are:
1: Your Personal Details. Keep your email address and contact phone number updated here.
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2: Your Messages. All emails received from AVSC will be saved under this tab.
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There's a bit more information available for swimmers. Again, all of this can be edited.
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The second tab contains our photography consent form, which we ask all parents to complete. Simply select Edit (in the top right hand corner of the screen) and pick the
appropriate option from each dropdown box.

To save, you need to press the Save Member Changes button, also in the top right of the screen
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On the Times tab you can see all of your swimmer's times for the last couple of years. The list specifies whether they were SC (Short Course) or LC (Long Course) times, but
also handily provides you with a converted time for the alternate format.
The table shows you both your swimmer's age now and their age as it will be at the end of the year. Age criteria for a number of meets specifies age at end of year rather
than age on date of meet
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The next tab along shows your swimmer's Personal Best times (PBs). These are divided into Long Course & Short Course times, but are again converted into the alternate
format should you need the equivalent time.

Both Times and PBs are drawn from ASA Rankings, so will be accurate and up to date.
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